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FOREWORD.

For the twenty-third exhibition presented by Mad. Sq. Art Charles Long’s Pet Sounds has occupied Madison Square Park’s central Oval Lawn—and to the excitement and delight of the tens of thousands of visitors we welcome each day during the summer. This exhibition has noticeably and seamlessly become part of the Park’s landscape, and perhaps more than any other exhibition in our history, Pet Sounds offers a personal experience for all those who come to see, hear, and interact with the playful forms Charles has integrated into this wildly imaginative network of indefinable shapes and railings, Pet Sounds engages the Park audience in new ways and it changes our view of the Park by layering its natural landscape with the one Charles has created. This exhibition has expanded the limits of what we often think can be achieved outdoors and in a public space by pushing our own personal boundaries in making each of us part of the exhibition. In doing this, Charles has opened a new physical and mental space for those who experience Pet Sounds that will be etched in our collective memory for years to come.

Watching the development of this project has provided a privileged look into Charles Long’s ever-evolving artistic vision and process. A constant wellspring of innovation and integrity, Charles has focused on every detail of Pet Sounds from the sand on which it is installed to the exact sounds each of his fantastical blobs emits. And as with every exhibition that Mad. Sq. Art presents, we are fortunate to have the dedication of not only the artist, but also the Mad. Sq. Art Advisory Committee and the Board of the Madison Square Park Conservancy. Without their support, we could not bring such exciting programming to life.

This summer, Mad. Sq. Art and Charles Long have given New York a new playground, a living musical instrument, and a new space for engagement, reflection, and reaction all at once. I look forward to seeing you in the Park among the blobs.

Debbie Landau
President
Madison Square Park Conservancy
For *Pet Sounds* I sought something that would integrate into the flow of the city and specifically with the meandering park paths with their pedestrian movement, domestic and urban animals amidst trees, lines of benches following curving railings and for it to be in play with all the interactions between them. It was probably when I photographed a man napping on a bench in a slouched position that my amorphous concept took shape. On this photo I painted in a brightly colored blob similarly slouched next to this sleeping body and I let one end of the blob trail off so that it became a railing which flowed gently along the park path.

I was exploring the concept of the park as a mental state, a place of the unconscious, sort of turning the real park in on itself. And as I saw the people sitting and dozing on benches as park features, conversely I saw the park features such as the railings as snaking limbs. What this led to eventually was my making a system of railings defining paths spilling out onto the great lawn where they evolve into human scaled blobs lounging on benches and plopping down on a picnic table. The paths converged creating a surreal park within the center of the park. I wanted people to connect to these sleeping blobs and wake them. I wanted the blobs to respond and affect people in a unique and abstract way. I sculpted forms that would have a body-like scale and a slick surface to seduce touch as hands glide from railing to amorphous blob. With their elusive figuration and responsive sound you can't quite place them. I want this kind of abstract experience to become part of the collective memory of the city.
OUTER CHILD’S PLAY: PET SOUNDS AT MADISON SQUARE PARK.

Adam D. Glick
Martin Friedman Curator, Mad. Sq. Art

When Charles Long first envisioned Pet Sounds for Madison Square Park, his brightly colored railings and seductive, touch-sensitive amorphous shapes were only contained by the physical boundaries of the park. Reaching twenty-five feet in the air and undulating above the Park’s pathways, Long’s initial conception coupled the stratospheric with the grounded, the untouchable with the intimate, and he imagined an environment that could easily have jumped out of a story by Dr. Seuss. Over the course of the exhibition’s three-year development, Long preserved the fantastical, unrestrained nature of Pet Sounds as he centralized its placement on Madison Square Park’s Oval Lawn. A winding network of six “blobs” of varied sizes, shapes, and colors have come to occupy the center of the park and when touched, these unusual forms react by producing equally unfamiliar sounds. Visitors who experience the exhibition have access to an open public space to explore firsthand and engage with Pet Sounds, an installation that transforms the vertical and horizontal sightlines of one of Manhattan’s most well-known outdoor spaces. The forms, sounds, and curious presence of the installation at the center of a nineteenth-century Beaux Art park in New York intrigues both casual passers-by and visitors seeking out the exhibition. After all, what are those shapes? Are they aliens or giant toys? Or perhaps they are oversized pieces of taffy or distorted body parts? Whatever their categorization, their allure and solicitation to be
touched is irresistible. The excitement of physically engaging with art, something we are so often conditioned to see and not to touch, sparks a quest for pleasure in virtually all of those who interact with Pet Sounds, though with more complexity than first meets the eye—or the hand.

Of course, interactivity is nothing new in contemporary art, where exhibitions requiring visitor participation have become a critical and financial coup for cultural institutions and private galleries alike. Take, for example, Carsten Höller’s multistory slide at the Tate Modern in London and the New Museum in New York (2006 and 2011, respectively), Mike and Doug Starn’s Big Bambú on the roof of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2010, the naked “human archway” in Marina Abramovic’s 2010 The Artist Is Present at the Museum of Modern Art, as well as numerous recent gallery exhibitions by artists whose works are made with the intention of direct physical engagement with, and participation by, the “viewer.” Pet Sounds, however, is set apart from other such participatory exhibitions insofar as the physical act required by those who experience it is neither a passive one, nor does it merely involve being led through a created environment or a single structure. One does not fold his or her hands and twist through a slide, nor simply wander through an artfully constructed jungle gym. In order to engage with Pet Sounds, the conscious act of touching is paramount: a directed stroke or glide of the hand (or often, a full embrace) is required for the vibrations and animal sounds to emanate from Long’s seemingly organic forms, which are installed so they act as participants in their own exhibition—and so that those who touch them do, too. The pleasure and excitement gained from touching the playful and seemingly alien objects in Pet Sounds offers a snapshot into how our inherent curiosity and desire to touch is tempered predominantly by age, and perhaps moreover, by an awareness of and resistance to our own self-pleasure. Psychoanalytic readings of the act of touching and its connection to self-discovery and pleasure-seeking elucidate how these acts (be they intentionally sexual or otherwise) are inextricably linked to the excitement one feels when engaged with a particular object in any environment. If this is the case, the simply playful and “uncritical” nature of Pet Sounds is anything but, and instead publicly displays the expression of not merely fun-making, but also of fundamental human impulse. Given that the first “object” a child plays with is often connected to a fixation on his or her own body, we quickly learn that such self-exploration for amusement in public is discouraged. As a result, this fascination and exploration to continue pleasure seeking is often transferred to inanimate objects such as food and toys, both of which Long has said time and again are easily seen in his “blobs” for Pet Sounds (so much so that unofficial nicknames for some of the shapes include “bubble gum” and “nose”). Could we then be attracted to and intrigued by this work because it leads us to strive to recover the foregone pleasure of unrestrained exploratory touching and pleasure while nevertheless respecting the prohibition of its fulfillment? If so, it is no mystery that the sculptures in Pet Sounds, which can easily be viewed as body parts, candy, and/or giant toys, excite visitors of all ages as a collective pleasure center in their own right.
Be that as it may, could we instead think of these shapes as purely fun machines that create a playground and nothing more? Can we separate Long’s work from all critical, art-historical, and/or psychoanalytic interpretation? After all, the artist himself has claimed that “fun might be the enemy of critical discourse.” To conceptualize Pet Sounds as uncritical and merely a crowd-pleasing exhibition because of its playful nature risks eclipsing its various sculptural influences. Pet Sounds extends a twentieth-century tradition of sculpture made from unusual materials and paired with sound, giving a nod to the kinetic sculpture machines of Swiss sculptor Jean Tinguely, as well as to the work of the Baschet Brothers (who produced sound-making sculptures and experimental musical instruments beginning in the 1950s) and of Max Neuhaus (who created an art form devoted to defining physical spaces with continuous sound). For Long, however, Pet Sounds is less about extending a certain tradition or fitting into the often ill-fated attempt to trace a linear art history, and more about activating the public. Long has said, “There’s a way of people making public art where they [the artists] blow up a small thing and it is often times very much just like a giant toy. In truth, it feels like an empty gesture because people can’t do much with it. [...] Those kinds of gestures—I am no: interested in that, since there is not much of a public engagement.” With his installation at Madison Square Park, Long is activating the work and the public, while nevertheless continuing his own art history and tradition of the merging of the body, sound, and sculpture. Pet Sounds, whose title is taken from the 1966 Beach Boys album of the same name, comes seventeen years after Long’s The Amorphous Body Study Center (1995), a project on which the artist partnered with the British band Stereolab (The Amorphous Body Study Center was included in the 1997 Whitney Biennial). For that work Long created a set of plastic blobs with headphones connected to them and through which the audience could listen to music while “toying with a conveniently placed mound of candy-colored Plasticine.”
Pet Sounds follows this trajectory of combining sounds, form, and audience participation, though this time, the artist has added more conversational and immediately recognizable elements to the exhibition at Madison Square Park. Long has said that part of his inspiration for Pet Sounds was found in watching the ways people interact with the Park itself—the way they move through its pathways and sleep on benches, and in noting this, his forms followed suit. Long’s colored railings wind around the Park’s center, creating the illusion of movement despite their immobility, and his “blobs” engage in conversation with us and with another, resting on benches and tables and drawing visitors—quite literally—into their inner circle. We are both in conversation with these forms as much as we are with ourselves about them. Their familiar albeit striking presence has added to Long’s conception of the Park as an independent mental state, one of simultaneous desire, intrigue, and curiosity, and one where critical interpretation gives way to pure, unadulterated fun.

1 Conversation with the artist, April 2012.
CHARLES LONG.
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